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Distinguished by its playful yet elegant silhouette, the Androgyne Side Table was first designed for the Menu Space cafe but quickly went into production for a larger audience. The table’s refined marble top and contrasting wide, flat legs make it an easy fit for a range of décors.

The Androgyne Side Table was designed by Copenhagen-based Norwegian architect and designer Danielle Siggerud. It comes in black and ivory, with laser-cut steel legs and a stunning marble top that can be bought separately. The table’s sense of balance, proportion and mixed materials affords a sense of harmony. This blend of the masculine and feminine—true androgyny—is what lends the table its name. The essence of the table is its duality; it is elegant yet powerful.

The table is useful for everything from small restaurant spaces and bedsides to exhibition spaces. The shine of the honed marble surface against the matte steel results in a versatile visual identity that is both modernist and industrial.

The small top barely hangs over the legs, creating an overall sense of balance. The Androgyne Side Table is not only useful, it is sculptural and adds an artistic silhouette to any room.

About the Designer

We spoke with Copenhagen-based designer and architect Danielle Siggerud about the inspiration and design process for the Androgyne Side Table, her first foray into product design. How would you describe your design style? I work very intuitively, with a sense of timelessness and sensitivity, without being marked by current trends.
Androgyne Side Table

Production Process
3mm steel sheet, CNC welded under table top. Placed on paint conveyor and powder coating with automatic paint gun.

Materials
Powder Coated Steel and Marble.

Colour RAL Code
Black - RAL9005
Ivory - RAL9002

Weight Item (kg)
Steel Base: 9.7 kg
Marble Top: 6.9 kg

Test
N/A

Certifications
N/A

Packaging Type
Brown Giftbox

Packaging Measurement (H * W * D)
Steel Base: 49 cm * 43 cm * 43 cm
Marble Top: 16 cm * 49.5 cm * 49.5 cm

Care Instructions
Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use any cleaners with chemicals or harsh abrasives. Avoid using water.
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